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The LZ is a dark matter direct detection experiment expected to 
start running in 2022. It will use a two-phase xenon Time 
Projection Chamber (TPC) to detect Weakly Interacting Massive 
Particles (WIMPs). 

Operating principle:

1. Energy deposits produces  a prompt scintillation light 
(S1) and ionizes electrons.

2. Some of these electrons recombine with xenon ions, and 
the remaining ones drift in an electric field. 

3. The electrons are extracted by another field into the gas 
region, creating electroluminescence light (S2). When 
only one electron is extracted, the signal is called single 
electron (SE).

The LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ) detector
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Different pulses
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Current pulse classifier
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HADES (Heuristic Algorithm for 
Discrimination of Event Substructures)

● Heuristic decision tree
● Uses only 10 features 
● Trained by hand 

Estimated classification accuracy: 98.6%

Boosted Decision Trees (BDTs)
Ensemble of weak learners (trees) such 
that each new generation of trees focuses 
on the misclassification of the previous 
generations by assigning different weights 
to the samples. 



 Check class representativity

S1=2.2018%, S2=28.5119%, SE=69.2863%

under-represented
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 Scale down data

Before downscaling: S1=2.2018%, S2=28.5119%, SE=69.2863%
After downscaling: S1=33.336%, S2=33.336%, SE=33.336%
Total number of pulses: 66054
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 Look at correlation matrix

many strongly correlated features
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 Combine features to mitigate correlation
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 Combine features to mitigate correlation
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 Scale data

We do not necessarily need scaling because we used a boosted tree based method.
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 Split dataset



 Training

Parameters Description Default

max_depth maximum depth of each tree 3

loss loss function to be optimized ’deviance’

learning_rate contribution of each tree 0.1

n_estimators number of boosting stages 100

subsample fraction of samples to be used for fitting 1

min_samples_split minimum number of samples required to split an internal node 2

min_samples_leaf minimum number of samples required to be at a leaf node 1
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 Training - How to evaluate the model?
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Confusion matrix Visualize trees

Feature importance Permutation importance

True \ Pred. S1 S2 SE

S1 True positive False negative False negative

S2 False positive True negative True negative

SE False positive True negative True negative

For S1



 Model - With default hyperparameters
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pulse area
Important features: pulse fraction divided by pulse area

pulse length of 90% of the pulse



 Model - With default hyperparameters
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 Model - With default hyperparameters
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too perfect



Model - Varying different hyperparameters           

accuracy: 100%

max_depth = 3 (default) max_depth = 10

accuracy: 100%

n_estimators = 100 (default)

subsample = 1.0 (default)

accuracy: 100%

accuracy: 100%

n_estimators = 70

subsample = 0.5

accuracy: 100%

accuracy: 100%
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Preliminary result
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Our model recreates the HADES tree.



Solution
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Remove an important feature (e.g. pulse area or 
pulse fraction) to prevent our trees from recreating 

the HADES tree.



 Final model - Removing pulse area
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max_depth =  5 #3
loss = 'deviance'
learning_rate = 0.4 #0.1
n_estimators = 40 #100
subsample = 0.2 #1.0
max_sample_split = 10 #2
max_sample_leaf = 10 #1



 Final model - Removing pulse area
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There was no overfitting of data but “overfitting of model” → this shows that BDTs are extremely 
powerful at picking up nuances in the data → finds the underlying model (HADES) 

Solution: remove pulse area and use sufficient hyperparameters → forces the model to fit the 
data and generalize it better

Results:

- model is no longer mimicking the HADES tree

- most important features identified → helps understand data better

- accuracy of 99%

Future work:

Use unsupervised learning, e.g. cluster analysis, in order to classify the data without using HADES

 Conclusion
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Thank you for your attention!
Any questions?
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extra slides



 Seperate labels from the data
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 Combine features to improve correlation
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 Model - With default hyperparameters
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 Model - With default hyperparameters
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 Model - With default hyperparameters
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 Model - With default hyperparameters
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 Model 1 - Removing pulse area
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md_value =  20 #3
l_value = 'deviance'
lr_value = 0.4 #0.1
n_value = 40 #100
subs_value = 0.2 #1.0
mss_value = 35 #2
msl_value = 35 #1



 Model 2 - Removing pulse area
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md_value =  5 #3
l_value = 'deviance'
lr_value = 0.4 #0.1
n_value = 40 #100
subs_value = 0.2 #1.0
mss_value = 35 #2
msl_value = 35 #1



 Seperate labels from the data
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max_depth = 3 (default) max_depth = 10

max_depth = 5 max_depth = 2

Model - Varying different hyperparameters: max_depth            



learning_rate = 0.1 (default) learning_rate = 0.8

learning_rate = 0.3 learning_rate = 0.9 and max_depth = 1

Model - Varying different hyperparameters: learning_rate            



Model - Varying different hyperparameters: n_estimators
n_estimators = 100 (default) n_estimators = 10

n_estimators = 40 n_estimators = 70



Model - Varying different hyperparameters: subsample
subsample = 1 (default) subsample = 0.2

subsample = 0.5 subsample = 0.8



Model - Varying different hyperparameters: min_samples_split
min_samples_split = 2 (default) min_samples_split = 10

min_samples_split = 20 min_samples_split = 30



Model - Varying different hyperparameters: min_samples_leaf
min_samples_leaf = 1 (default) min_samples_split = 5

min_samples_split = 10 min_samples_split = 20



 The data
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 Final model - Removing pulse area
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First tree



 Model - Removing pulse area (with default hyperparam.)
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 Model - Removing pulse area (with default hyperparam.)
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better but still 
too perfect

try different hyperparameters values until the model confusion matrix looks “realistic” 


